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AIRCRAFT HIGHLIGHTS
Engines enrolled on Honeywell MSP Gold

APU enrolled on Honeywell MSP Gold

ATG-5000 US Domestic Internet

Airframe enrolled on Smart Parts Plus program

New Paint and Interior by Duncan Aviation in 2015

FAR 135 Ready

AIRFRAME
Year of Manufacturer: 2007
Entry into Service: 2007

Total Hours: 8,397
Total Landings: 4,626
Aircraft Location: Columbus, OH (KCMH)

ENGINES Honeywell AS907-1-1A | Enrolled on MSP-Gold
Serial Number Total Time Cycles
Engine 1: P118438 8,397 4,626
Engine 2: P118434 8,397 4,626

APU Enrolled on Honeywell MSP Gold

Description: Honeywell GTCP 36-150(BD)

Serial Number: P-264
Time: 6,722

Maintenance Tracking:     CAMP
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AVIONICS

Collins Pro Line 21

Collins ADF-462A

Triple Collins VHF-4000 w/8.33 kHz spacing Radios

Dual Collins AHS-3000 AHRS

L3 SSCVR & L3 SSFDR

Dual Collins DME-4000

Dual Collins FMS-5000 w/dual GPS-4000S

Dual Collins HF-9031A w/SELCAL

Collins NAV-4000 & NAV-4500 w/FM immunity

Collins ALT-4000

ICG Iridium w/single corded & single wireless handsets Satcom

BFGoodrich WX-1000E Stormscope

Collins TAS-5000 EGPWS

Collins TTR-4000 TCAS-II

Dual Collins TDR-94D Mode S Transponder

Collins RTA-854 enhanced Weather Radar

NAVIGATION AND COMPLIANCE

TCAS 7.1

RVSM

CONNECTIVITY

ATG-5000 US Domestic Internet

ICG Iridium Satcom
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INTERIOR

This 10-passenger interior features a two-zone cabin configuration 
consisting of a forward 4-place club with an aft left-hand 3-place 
berthing divan opposite two single club seats. The lavatory seat is 
belted and certified for occupancy during taxi, takeoff and 
landing. The cabin single seats offer various degrees of 
adjustment, and the forward cabin’s two forward-facing seats each 
have a leg rest.

The entryway features acoustical and cockpit curtains, and a left-
hand wardrobe. A forward cabin bulkhead with sliding door 
separates the entryway and galley from the cabin, and an aft cabin 
bulkhead with sliding door separates the aft cabin and 
lavatory. Main cabin storage includes arm ledge storage boxes, 
pyramid, and divan end cabinets.  There are 115V/60Hz universal-
style outlets located throughout the interior, including the cockpit.

ENTERTAINMENT

Dual 20” Monitors with DVD and Airshow 410

Flight Phone
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EXTERIOR
Painted by Duncan Aviation in 2015, Overall Matterhorn White with Polished Gray, Entergy Gray and Platinum Pearl Striping
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FORWARD GALLEY
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FORWARD CABIN LOOKING AFT
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MID CABIN LOOKING AFT
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MID CABIN LOOKING FORWARD
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AFT CABIN LOOKING FORWARD
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AFT LAV
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ABOUT JET EDGE PARTNERS
Jet Edge Partners is a full-service aircraft broker and dealer formed as a division of Jet Edge International. The aircraft sales experts at Jet Edge Partners
work to understand the mission profiles, goals, and operational budget of our clientele to ensure they are linked with the best possible aircraft to meet their
individual needs. The team is integrated in real time to the movements in the markets and are skilled in projecting future trends in the aviation industry.
Throughout their careers, the Sales team at Jet Edge Partners have successfully completed aircraft transactions totaling hundreds of millions of dollars.
With offices and sales professionals located throughout the United States, Jet Edge Partners provide clients with the knowledge and understanding of the
market needed in order to purchase or sell an aircraft with confidence and unmatched customer service. Jet Edge Partners not only transacts aircraft, but
alongside Jet Edge International, it operates, owns, and manages one of the largest fleets in the world, providing clients with operational knowledge and
resources unmatched in the industry. For more information please visit: www.jetedgepartners.com.
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O U R  LO C AT I O N

60 West Street, Suite 400
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Contact us for more information:
+1 410 928 4022

info@jetedgepartners.com
www.jetedgepartners.com
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